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As people look back to the class of "66", they will remember us as hardworking and fun-loving normal teenagers. They will think of our "Mikado" and all the times that we were chosen as recipients for the Pep Jug, and they will smile. They will think of the "cannon" episode and they will laugh. Maybe they will also take some time to remember that we were a serious class. We have learned that we must face life, and try to defeat its many problems. We have learned to create ideas and to carry them through as best as we know how.

In the future a few of us may become famous. Maybe we will produce great musicians or government leaders or comedians or news reporters. But whether great or small, we'll always share two things: our school and our class. The friendships that we make now will be remembered and cherished throughout our lives. Whether we roam to the far ends of the earth, probe into space, or remain where we are, we shall all have our memories and with these our friends.

The foundation of our lives is made within these walls. We leave our Anacortes High to join the ranks of adulthood knowing that we are ready to face a world that is soon to have us as its leaders.
Ken Howard  Jean Howell  Sam Humble  Sheri Jemeyson

Crystal Johnson  Susan Johnson  Ted Johnson

Mary Kasch  Steve Kelsey  Susan Krebs  Mary Larson
Robin LaRue  Rogar LaRue  Marty Laumbrettus  Bruce LeBar

Dennis Lemulex  Jayne Ljubich  Barbara Locke

Jim Loftis  Lucy Lower  Chuck Lowry  Leanne Lunsford
Randy Springs  Sharon Steele  Randy Stewart  Ron Taylor

Judy Tenborg  Lanne Thompson  Ann Thygesen

Susan Tibbles  Roxy Tiscornia  Linda Trapschuh  Dave Tyler
Anna Yager  Kazuko Yokoyama  Jean Zoet

Rick Brevik  Dick Giles

Seniors not pictured

Daniel Boisvert  Bill Boles
Mary Brennan  Diane Carr
Darrell Dawson  Kathy Fisher
Ed Foster  Jamie Grimes
Leah Nichols  Chuck Jenkins

Robert Kavanaugh  John Kidder
Jim Lane  Mike Luque
Dan Mulholland  Bud Ryan
Nancy Satimaria  Kathy Schillios
Patty Welch